NOTES:
1. VISIT OUR ON-LINE CATALOG AT WWW.PANDUIT.COM FOR A LIST OF CURRENT PARTS APPLICABLE FOR USE WITH THIS PRODUCT.
2. DIMENSIONS IN [ ] ARE METRIC.
3. ALL MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS USED MEET THE MATERIAL RESTRICTIONS OF RoHS (EUROPEAN DIRECTIVE 2011/65/EU ON THE RESTRICTION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES) AS PROPOSED BY THE RoHS TECHNICAL ADAPTATION COMMITTEE.
4. WEIGHT: 3.42 lbs/100 pcs (1.55kg/100 pcs).
5. PART INCLUDES:
   - PLUG ENCLOSURE: POLYCARBONATE W/ UL94V-0 FLAME RATING
   - NI-PLATED ZINC ALLOY CONTACTS & IDCS: PHOSPHOR BRONZE
   - MEETS OR EXCEEDS PROPOSED TIA CATEGORY 6A, 6, AND 5E MODULAR PLUG TERMINATED LINK REQUIREMENTS WITH UP TO TWO FIELD TERMINABLE PLUGS IN LINK.
   - TERMINATES 22-28AWG SOLID OR STRANDED STP CABLE.
   - SEE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROPER TERMINATION METHODS.
   - OPERATIONAL TEMPERATURE: -40°F TO +185°F (-40°C TO +85°C)
   - STORAGE TEMPERATURE: -40°F TO +185°F (-40°C TO +85°C)
11. Replacement wire cap part numbers:
   1. STRAIGHT WIRE CAP ASSEMBLY: CPSCAPBL-X
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REV DATE BY CHK APR DESCRIPTION

00A 10-10-18 BJJ KZU RELEASED TO PRODUCTION

01A 12-6-18 BJJ KZU UPDATED